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PRESIDENT’S WELCOME

THANK YOU TO OUR SPONSORS & EXHIBITORS

On behalf of the Association of Threat Assessment Professionals (ATAP) Board
of Directors, the ATAP Conference Committee, and the ATAP Florida Chapter,
welcome to the 2018 ATAP Winter Conference.
Formerly known as the Spring Regional Conference, the Winter Conference
is the evolution of ATAP’s training vision, using its full resources to provide a
national-level training program to the East Coast. The Winter Conference will
serve as the East Coast complement to our annual marquee event, the Threat
Management Conference. Whereas the Threat Management Conference is held
in August at the Disneyland Resort in Southern California, the Winter Conference
is being held in January at the Walt Disney World Resort in Orlando. Offering
national conferences on both coasts every six months, in partnership with
bimonthly meetings and full day seminars held by our 14 local chapters,
completes our comprehensive strategy to bring threat assessment training across
the United States.
While the Winter Conference is the partner to the Threat Management
Conference, it will also maintain its own, unique identity. In comparison to
the Threat Management Conference, the Winter Conference’s smaller scope
provides a more personalized level to the event, allowing for diversified training
formats, themed topics, and highlighting case studies for the East Coast region.
The vision for this year’s Winter Conference is to provide attendees a balanced
training program by topics, professional fields, and agencies. The traditional
ATAP topics of mass shootings, workplace violence, domestic violence, and
stalking are represented, but we have added in the new topics of applying
threat assessment models to protective intelligence, hostage negotiations,
and major events. The professional perspectives represented include law
enforcement, behavioral sciences, prosecution, corporate attorneys, and threat
assessment expert consultants. The presenting agencies range from the Phoenix
Police and San Diego District Attorney’s Office at the local level, to the FBI, US
Capitol Police, and US Marshals at the federal level. This balanced program
will provide attendees both breadth and depth for understanding traditional
threat assessment issues, as well as new applications of established threat
assessment concepts.

CONFERENCE EXHIBITOR

LUNCH SPONSORS

NETWORKING RECEPTION SPONSOR

While high quality training is the core of ATAP events, establishing relationships
with our network of professionals is equally important to ATAP’s mission and
vision. Take time during the conference to exchange ideas and business cards
with the other attendees, and build into our ATAP family. The relationships you
make here will benefit you both personally and professionally for years to come.
If you are not currently a member and fulfill the membership criteria, please
complete an application and join the Association.
We are pleased to have the Orange County Sheriff’s Office returning to serve
as our law enforcement co-host for the 2018 Winter Conference. We are
also excited to introduce a new group of corporate sponsors, whose financial
contributions helped make this event possible: The Walt Disney Company,
Lockheed Martin, Control Risks, and Caterpillar. And thank you to the ATAP
Florida Chapter, Conference Committee, and Headquarters personnel for
staffing the event. As you meet these folks over the next couple of days, please
thank them for their contributions to making the 2018 Winter Conference a
success.

CONFERENCE SPONSOR

Thank you for attending the ATAP 2018 Winter Conference. Enjoy your time
at the conference and hospitality event, the Walt Disney Resort, and the city of
Orlando.
Kind Regards,
Russell Palarea, Ph.D.
Association President
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SCHEDULE AT A GLANCE

APA Credits
The University of Nebraska Public
Policy Center (UNPPC) is approved
by the American Psychological
Association to sponsor continuing
education for psychologists. The
UNPPC maintains responsibility for
this program and its content.

All Sessions will be held in Salon 6

TUESDAY, JANUARY 23, 2018
7:30 am - 4:00 pm		

Registration

8:00 am - 8:30 am		
Grand Foyer

Breakfast

8:30 am - 9:00 am		

Welcome and Opening Remarks

9:00 am - 10:00 am		
The Islamic State New Year’s Eve Terror Plot: Making Prevention a Reality 			
				- Joseph Testani, FBI Buffalo Division and Mark Concordia, Roberts Wesleyan 		
				College
10:00 am - 10:15 am		

Morning Break

10:15 am - 11:30 am		
Frontiers of Liability in Workplace Mass Shootings 						
				- Richard Hines Esq. and Robbie Foster Esq., Nelson Mullins, LLP Atlanta and 		
				Ronald Schouten, M.D., J.D.
11:30 am - 1:00 pm		
Cítricos Restaurant

Lunch
Sponsored by

1:00 pm - 2:15 pm		
Not Just a Civil Matter: How Stalkers Use Legal Processes as a Weapon to 			
				
Threaten, Torment, Harass, & Ruin Their Targeted Victim 					
				- Catherine Garcia, San Diego County District Attorney’s Office
2:15 pm - 2:30 pm		

Break

2:30 pm - 3:30 pm		
Emergency Psychiatry 101: How Threat Management Programs Can Build 			
				
Successful Partnerships with Psychiatric Emergency Services 					
				
- John S. Rozel, M.D., MSL, and Leslie Zun, M.D., MBA, American Association for
				Emergency Psychiatry
3:30 pm - 3:45 pm		

Break

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 24, 2018
7:30 am - 4:00 pm		

Registration

8:00 am - 8:30 am		
Grand Foyer

Breakfast

8:30 am - 8:45 am		

Welcome

8:45 am - 10:00 am		
Talking Your Way Through Threats: Threat Assessment Principles Applied to a 		
				Hostage Barricade Situation 									
				
- Nicholas Wolfenden and Ben Gruner, Phoenix Police Department
10:00 am - 10:15 am		

Morning Break

10:15 am - 11:30 am		
When the Reporter Becomes the Story - The WBDJ7 Roanoke Attack 			
				- Patrick Prince, Prince and Phelps
11:30 am - 1:00pm		
Lunch
Salon 5
		Sponsored by

1:00 pm - 2:15 pm		
Protective Intelligence: Bridging the Gap Between Threat Assessment and 			
				Security Operations										
				 - Chuck Tobin, At-Risk International, Raymond Fleck, United States Marshal			
				
Service, Richard Woods, Microsoft and Russell Palarea Ph.D., Operational 			
				Psychology Services
2:15 pm - 2:30 pm		

Break

2:30 pm - 3:30 pm		
Applying Threat Management Principles to Real-Time Event Management 			
				- Chad Beckett, U.S. Capitol Police and Dr. Mario Scalora, University of Nebraska
				Public Policy Center
3:30 pm - 3:45 pm		

Break

3:45 pm - 5:00 pm		
				

Firewall: How Workplace Security Can Prevent Domestic Violence Attacks 			
- Lynn Fairweather, Presage Consulting and Training, LLC

3:45 pm - 5:00 pm		
The Stalking of Chris Cornell: Ten Years of Pursuit by a Delusional Subject 			
				- Barbara Daly, FBI and Martin Kirsten, Battalion Protection
5:30 pm - 7:30 pm		
Summerhouse Patio
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SESSION DESCRIPTIONS

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 24, 2018

TUESDAY, JANUARY 23, 2018

Talking Your Way Through Threats: Threat Assessment Principles Applied to a Hostage
Barricade Situation

The Islamic State New Year’s Eve Terror Plot: Making Prevention a Reality

In 2015, Emanuel Lutchman claiming to receive direction from an overseas ISIL member, planned to commit an armed attack against
civilians at a restaurant/bar located in the Rochester, New York. The attack was scheduled to occur on New Year’s Eve 2015 on behalf
of ISIL and in furtherance of his plan to join ISIL. Lutchman was arrested prior to the attack and in August 2016 Lutchman plead guilty to
Conspiracy to Provide Material Support to ISIL.
The Lutchman case presentation contains visual representation through online activity/postings by Lutchman, FBI undercover audio and
video recordings, examples of IS propaganda videos found in Lutchman’ s possession, social media postings, oral statements to agents,
and case narration by Special Agent Joseph Testani who led the investigation. ATAP member and CTM, Professor Mark Concordia, will
synthesize Threat assessment and management concepts throughout the presentation to include, but not limited to, proximal and distal
warnings behaviors identified in the TRAP 18, pathways to targeted violence, factors signaling Lutchman’s personal transformation from
fixation to identification, the influence of the copycat effect in this case, and the role of impulsivity as it affected the timing of the attack.
Second part of the presentation will include SA Testani’s pioneering initiative to embed local mental health providers on the JTTF and
Professor Concordia’s efforts to establish a county-wide adult Threat assessment and management team in an area relatively unfamiliar
with the TAM team concept.

Frontiers of Liability in Workplace Mass Shootings

Mass shootings, and litigation arising from them, appear to be on the increase. This presentation will explore the various possible bases
for legal liability when acts of violence occur in the workplace and on other premises. Using fact patterns drawn from recent cases, the
presenters will describe the approaches attorneys have taken in claiming that the alleged negligence of employers and other proprietors
resulted in harm to their clients. The impact of workplace violence programs (or their absence) on potential liability in this area will be
discussed, as well as future directions for litigation in this area and approaches for minimizing risk of liability.

Not Just a Civil Matter: How Stalkers Use Legal Processes as a Weapon to Threaten, Torment,
Harass, & Ruin Their Targeted Victim

Some groups of concern have emerged in the United States over the past several years that deny belief in our public systems. Groups
such as Sovereign Citizens, Freeman, and a variety of militia and anti-government inspired people. There are accounts of these extremists
involved in violent actions against regular citizens, people working in government and law enforcement officers. The FBI has labeled
these groups as part of a domestic terrorist movement. Additionally, these extremists use our legal processes to intimidate, blackmail,
and stalk people in their path. Many times public officials are targeted. Solitary stalkers connected to these groups, or who have learned
the techniques of these groups, are using the same actions to threaten and hurt their victims. This session will use several real case
investigation examples of how suspects used public processes to threaten, stalk and hurt their victims. More importantly, the session will
cover where we can find and obtain the evidence to enable prosecution, what types of investigative techniques can be used in these
situations, and what types of charges to file. This session will show how to recognize legal papers and processes, and tips on verifying
their validity. It will show how to sift through information and records to make a stalking case out of something otherwise deemed “Civil”
and not prosecutable. It will show law enforcement officers how a case that appears civil in nature can really be a stalking case or a
criminal matter, and how to ensure your victim’s safety. It will show how important our private security partners are in these endeavors.
Also, traits and characteristics possessed by the system savvy stalker will be discussed.

Emergency Psychiatry 101: How Threat Management Programs Can Build Successful
Partnerships with Psychiatric Emergency Services

This incident debrief is a dynamic situation where a previously convicted murderer barricaded himself inside a fortified house with his
five-year-old son and twenty-year-old girlfriend. Throughout this situation we dealt with several twists and turns as the suspect continually
made threats of violence at both the police and eventually his girlfriend inside the house. These threats had to be dealt with on the spot
during the seven plus hours conversations between the hostage negotiators and the suspect. This incident will outline how the Detectives
dealt with these threats through transcribed live recordings of the actual negotiations and some video of the final resolution. This
presentation has strong language as the recordings are not edited.

When the Reporter Becomes the Story - The WBDJ7 Roanoke Attack

On August 26, 2015, a fired TV reporter shot and killed two former colleagues from WDBJ7, Roanoke, VA. Using a case study approach,
Mr. Prince will discuss key elements of this tragedy to examine how this unfolded over a several year time period. Mr. Prince spent
several months with witnesses and survivors at WDBJ7 and will share his insight into how principles of threat assessment could have been
applied. He will also discuss the unique role and exposure that the media has as related to the prevention of targeted violence.

Protective Intelligence: Bridging the Gap Between Threat Assessment and Security Operations
Incorporating protective intelligence into executive protection arms security operators with information, allowing them to better defend
from threats and allocate resources. This panel will address the use of threat assessment methodology in protective intelligence
programs to prevent attacks against protectees and facilities. The panel will explore how elements of a protective intelligence program
(identification, investigation, and case management) are paired with psychological consultation and the intelligence cycle, in both
corporate security and law enforcement protection operations. Several case studies will be discussed that demonstrate threat assessment
methods increasing security operators’ knowledge of the threat posed to their protectees, and mechanisms for mitigating those threats.

Applying Threat Management Principles to Real-Time Event Management

The block of instruction will focus on applying the principles of threat management in a dynamic, real-time environment. Topics will include
pre-event intelligence gathering through open source material, real-time monitoring of events and mitigation of potential threats to a largescale event.

Firewall: How Workplace Security Can Prevent Domestic Violence Attacks

94% of corporate security directors rank domestic violence (DV) as a high security concern, due to the immense safety risks it presents.
From communicated threats, to assaults and mass shootings, DV “spillover” poses a significant danger, accounting for roughly 25-45%
of the cases security teams deal with. Additionally, American industry is losing roughly 10 billion dollars a year due to the absenteeism,
lost productivity, employee turnover, and increased health care costs associated with DV. Some employees or businesses may be at more
risk than others. Learn how to assess and manage DV threat from the angle of security through this unique, multimedia presentation,
facilitated by subject matter expert Lynn Fairweather. This training provides a flexible, practical framework for preventing and handling
violent attacks in the workplace, using a combination of theoretical insights and target hardening tactics. The first portion presents cutting
edge research, along with key “lessons learned” in real-life workplace homicide cases. Participants will discover what makes DV threat
a “different animal”, and examine key threat assessment concepts for interpreting DV risk. Feature areas include how to recognize both
“yellow” and “red” flags for risk, evaluate stated threats, and identify perpetrator “leakage”. In the second half of the training, attendees
will explore ways to develop and implement the case management strategies that can prevent spillover attacks. Using the concept of
“seamless” safety planning, Ms. Fairweather explains how security personnel can translate their knowledge of DV into improvements in
areas such as access controls, communications, and the safety of workplace “hot spots”, or locations where violence often occurs. Special
focus areas are: dealing with dual-employee cases, mitigating “corollary” risk, handling restraining orders, working with victims, and
collaborating with other departments to obtain and disseminate vital information.

Psychiatric Emergency Services (PESs) are the front door for the clinical evaluation and care of people with mental health emergencies
and crises. PES programs evaluate, admit, treat and refer people with aggression and homicidal urges as a matter of routine but exist
and operate almost exclusively in the domain of medical services – and the laws and regulations which govern them. Developing a
good working relationship between threat management professionals and their regional PES can provide invaluable synergies across
both teams’ missions and roles. This program will discuss the variety of PES programs across the country, highlight some of the legal and
regulatory constraints they face, and provide guidance on building a productive partnership with your regional behavioral emergency
experts.

The Stalking of Chris Cornell: Ten Years of Pursuit by a Delusional Subject

Singer Chris Cornell was stalked for over ten years by a woman who believed that she was having a long-term intimate relationship with
the singer. Jessica Robbins was arrested by the FBI in 2014 and was charged with the interstate stalking of Cornell and his family. In
2016, while awaiting legal process, Robbins removed her ankle monitor and became a fugitive in pursuit of the singer, who was about
to embark on the second leg of his North American tour. This unusual case study is presented in comparison with several other notable
stalking cases, including that of the singer Christina Grimmie, who was shot and killed by a fan after performing a concert in Orlando,
Florida in 2016. Recent stalking research and typologies are discussed, with a specific focus on public figure and celebrity stalking and
female stalkers in particular. Lessons learned and recommendations for future stalking prosecutions are also presented.

2018 ATAP Winter Conference
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SPEAKER BIOS
Chad Beckett, U.S. Capitol Police
Sgt. Chad Beckett is serving in his 16th year with the United States Capitol Police and is currently assigned as a Supervisory Special
Agent in the Threat Assessment Section, which investigates threats to Members of Congress, their families, staff and facilities. During his
tenure with the USCP, Sgt. Beckett has been assigned to the Patrol Division, Intelligence Section, Dignitary Protection Division and the
Mission Assurance Bureau, which coordinates National Special Security Events with other federal partners. Sgt. Beckett is a graduate
of Frostburg State University in western Maryland and prior to his law enforcement career worked as a crisis intervention counselor for
emotionally disturbed children.
Mark Concordia, Roberts Wesleyan College
Professor Mark Concordia is a recognized counterterrorism subject matter expert with over 13 years experience working with the FBI
Buffalo Division Joint Terrorism Task Force. Mark is currently an Associate Professor and Director of the Roberts Wesleyan College
Justice and Security Institute. Mark is a consultant for local and federal law enforcement agencies, K through 12, and higher education
stakeholders on threat assessment and management concepts. Mark has been a member of ATAP since 2015 and he attained his
threat manager certification in 2017. Mark’s most recent project involves longitudinal research on law enforcement mental health crisis
intervention and advancing law enforcement threat assessment response protocols.
Barbara Daly, FBI
Special Agent (SA) Barbara A. Daly has been an agent with the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) since 1994 and has spent the
majority of her career in the New York Field Office. From 2008 to 2017, she supervised the joint FBI/NYPD Violent Crime Task Force
(VCTF), which was the first task force of its kind, originally formed in 1979 to combat a significant rise in armed and violent bank
robberies throughout New York City. As such, SA Daly was responsible for managing a wide variety of violent crime investigations, to
include armed bank robberies, kidnappings, home invasions, fugitives, commercial robberies, threats, extortions and stalking. SA Daly
also serves as the New York Office’s primary Behavioral Analysis Unit (BAU) Coordinator and serves as a liaison between local, state and
federal law enforcement entities and the FBI’s five Behavioral Analysis Units, as well as for the Violent Criminal Apprehension Program
database (VICAP). SA Daly has been involved with the FBI’s Active Shooter program since 2007 and regularly speaks on the topic of
identifying, assessing and managing emerging threats and targeted attacks. SA Daly earned a Master’s degree in Forensic Psychology
from the John Jay College of Criminal Justice and a Bachelor’s degree in Journalism from New York University.
Lynn Fairweather, Presage Consulting and Training, LLC
Lynn Fairweather, MSW is an abuse survivor who has worked in the domestic violence response and prevention field for over 24 years. In
her role as president of Presage Consulting and Training she provides expert guidance and education to professionals in both the public
and private sector, ranging from the Federal Government to multinational Fortune 50 corporations. Presage services include domestic
violence threat assessment and management training, workplace violence program and policy consultations, and 24/7 threat response for
employee cases. Before founding Presage in 2008, Lynn earned a bachelor’s degree in Social Science and a master’s degree in Social
Work. Her skills in domestic violence threat assessment were developed by working on thousands of high risk cases through positions in
social service, criminal justice, university, and shelter systems. Lynn has served on several interpersonal violence task forces and facilitated
both victim support groups and batterer’s intervention programs. As President of Oregon VAWPAC, Lynn leads America’s only bi-partisan
political action committee focused on ending violence against women. She is an active member of the National Speaker’s Association,
The American Society for Industrial Security, and the Association of Threat Assessment Professionals. Lynn holds training certifications
from Homeland Security’s Federal Law Enforcement Training Center and Gavin de Becker’s Advanced Threat Assessment Academy. Lynn
also writes professionally on the subject of domestic violence, releasing her first book in 2012 (Stop Signs: Recognizing, Avoiding, and
Escaping Abusive Relationships” Seal Press) and appearing as a featured author in Asta Publishing’s 2015 compilation “Tales of Women
Survivors”. Locally, she provides pro bono training to Portland, Oregon’s domestic violence advocates and police officers, as a way of
giving back to the fields where she began her career.
Raymond Fleck, United States Marshals Service
Raymond Fleck is with the United States Marshals Service, where he has more than 20 years of leadership in law enforcement and
security management. He has recently transferred to Eastern Washington, where he is expanding the violent offender task force and
consults on threat cases. Before that, Ray developed the Threat Management Program within Western Washington, responsible for
investigating threats and inappropriate communications against judicial officers and protectees. He has overseen all aspects of protective
operations and intelligence to support the federal judicial process. Ray served on a national United States Marshals Service working
group that developed workplace violence guidance and spearheaded a model for interagency, multidisciplinary Crisis Advisory Teams
to prevent and respond to emerging incidents in the workplace. As a trusted advisor to the agency and the court family, Ray has taken
the lead on sensitive interagency threat cases, working across agencies to craft mitigation and safety plans. Ray has presented across the
country on emerging threats to the judiciary, and created the first district intelligence report on national Sovereign Citizen Organizations.
He champions redefining protective intelligence while expanding information-sharing and interdisciplinary collaboration. Ray is serving
his third term on the Board of ATAP’s Northwest Chapter, and has played an active role in growing the chapter into an important voice in
the interdisciplinary threat community throughout the region. He holds a master’s degree in Safety and Security Leadership from George
Washington University and a bachelor’s degree from Central Washington University.
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Robbie Foster Esq., Nelson Mullins, LLP Atlanta
Robbie Foster is a partner in Nelson Mullins Riley & Scarborough LLP’s Columbia office where he practices in the areas of product liability,
business litigation, and premises liability. Additionally, he has experience in fire litigation.
Catherine Garcia, San Diego County District Attorney’s Office
Supervising Investigator Catherine Garcia started her law enforcement career in 1987 with the San Diego Police Department (SDPD).
She achieved the rank of Detective in 1992, working a variety of assignments including Vice, Dignitary Protection, and Sex Crimes. Ms.
Garcia was among the first Domestic Violence detectives in 1992 at SDPD. Their unique proactive unit was a model at that time for the
rest of the country. Ms. Garcia has been a District Attorney Investigator with San Diego County since 2001. She has worked in the areas
of Sex Crimes, Stalking, Child Abuse and domestic violence investigations, Economic Crimes and Fraud. Ms. Garcia has investigated
over 1000 sexual assault allegations and currently supervises the Sex Crimes and Human Trafficking unit at the District Attorney’s Office.
Since 1995, she has worked closely with prosecutors to seek justice for victims. Ms. Garcia was awarded “Peace Officer of the Year”
in 2009 for her work on an investigation involving a child with a severe brain injury. Ms. Garcia currently serves on the board the
Association of Threat Assessment Professionals (San Diego Chapter) and is a resource for stalking victims and law enforcement. Ms.
Garcia works with the San Diego Mothers Against Drunk Driving chapter and with elementary school children teaching them about the
justice system. Ms. Garcia has been a community speaker and instructor on topics such as child abduction, undercover operations, real
estate fraud, elder abuse, fraud prevention and identity theft, in addition to sexual assault and stalking. Ms. Garcia has a Bachelor of
Science in Public Administration from the University of Arizona (1985).
Ben Gruner, Phoenix Police Department
Detective Ben Gruner has been in law enforcement and law enforcement training since 2000. After graduating with a Bachelor of
Science in Justice Studies from Arizona State University he became a member of the City of Coldwater Police Department in Coldwater
Michigan. He then took a job with a world leading Simulation company as their training director and has trained over 150 local, state,
federal and international police agencies in Use of Force training methods. In 2006 he began with the Phoenix Police Department.
While with PPD he has served in general patrol and was assigned to the housing project squad prior to joining the Special Assignments
Unit (SWAT). At the time of this incident he was assigned as his squad’s primary hostage negotiator.
Richard Hines Esq.
Richard Hines is a senior litigation partner of Nelson Mullins Riley & Scarborough LLP who practices in Atlanta in the area of complex
litigation. Over his 45-year career, he has successfully tried a variety of lawsuits to verdict throughout the United States. Recently, his
practice has included the defense of owners and employers in mass shooting cases, and he has gained insight into workplace violence
policies instituted by some of the major corporations in the country and how those policies can be used both for and against corporations
in litigation
Martin Kirsten, Battalion Protection
Martin Kirsten is the founder and President of Battalion Protection Group, Inc based in Los Angeles. He has over 20 years of private
security experience and has worked alongside the FBI, LAPD and NYPD on stalking and threat assessment cases for the safeguarding and
protection of several public figures. Born and raised in South Africa, he spent 5 years in the South African Defense Force (SANDF) as an
infantry team leader, and direct-action mission operator on the Angolan border. Kirsten has completed several versions of Active Shooter
programs provided by the FBI, Los Angeles Sheriff’s Department and FEMA.
Russell Palarea Ph.D., Operational Psychology Services
Dr. Russell Palarea is the founder and President of Operational Psychology Services, LLC. He provides investigative consultation,
operational training, and program development on threat assessment, insider threat, and counterterrorism to Fortune 500 corporations,
global security firms, law enforcement, government agencies, and universities. Through his company, Dr. Palarea serves as the contract
Consulting Operational Psychologist for the U.S. Department of State’s Bureau of Diplomatic Security (DS). He was brought to DS in
2012 to co-create the State Department’s Threat Management Program, and currently consults on investigations of threats and violence
against State Department leadership, facilities, and personnel worldwide. He also consults with the DS Insider Threat Program, and is
an instructor for the DS Training Academy, and a presenter for the Overseas Security Advisory Council (OSAC). From 2001-2011, Dr.
Palarea served as a Staff Operational Psychologist with the Naval Criminal Investigative Service (NCIS), where he provided psychological
consultation on violent crime, counterintelligence, and counterterrorism investigations. Additionally, Dr. Palarea has consulted for
several DoD groups, including the Fort Hood Task Force addressing violence prevention in the DoD, and the Psychological Autopsy
Working Group. He has served as an instructor for the Federal Law Enforcement Training Center (FLETC), CIA University, and DoD
Joint Counterintelligence Training Academy (JCITA), and has provided training for a multitude of local, state, federal, and international
law enforcement and intelligence agencies. Dr. Palarea has conducted research on stalking, workplace violence, and assessment of
communicated threats with the Los Angeles Police Department Threat Management Unit, U.S. Capitol Police Threat Assessment Section,
Nebraska State Patrol, and Lincoln Police Department. His journal publications have appeared in Behavioral Sciences & the Law,
Violence & Victims, Journal of Forensic Sciences, and Journal of Threat Assessment. He has co-authored book chapters on psychiatric
diagnoses and the offender-victim typology of stalking in Meloy’s The Psychology of Stalking, crisis negotiations in Kennedy & Zillmer’s
Military Psychology, ethics in crisis negotiations in Kennedy & Williams’ The Ethics of Operational Psychology, and role of sexual fantasies
in sex offenses in Robertz’ Violent Fantasies. Dr. Palarea holds a B.A. in Psychology from UCLA and a Ph.D. in Clinical Psychology
with an emphasis in Forensics from the University of Nebraska-Lincoln. He currently serves as the President of the Association of Threat
Assessment Professionals (ATAP) and is a Consulting Editor for the Journal of Threat Assessment and Management. He was awarded
ATAP’s Meritorious Service Award in 2012.
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Patrick Prince, Prince and Phelps
Patrick Prince is the Chief Threat Assessment Officer for the University of Southern California. Prior to taking this position in late 2017,
Mr. Prince was a principal partner with Prince/Phelps. He has consulted with government agencies, educational institutions and private
employers on over 2800 cases of threatening situations or acts of violence. His consultations have been in response to a wide array of
situations ranging from intimidation, harassment and verbal threats to assaults, felony stalking and on the job homicide. Mr. Prince has
been a primary, on site responder to several workplace incidents involving multiple fatalities including those at the United States Post
Office at Dana Point, City of Los Angeles Piper Technical Center, Los Angeles International Airport and WDBJ, Roanoke. Mr. Prince
served on the ASIS/SHRM committee that developed National Standards for Workplace Violence Prevention Programs. He has been a
member of ATAP since 1994 and has served as an officer at both National and Chapter levels. Mr. Prince is a Certified Threat Manager.
John S. Rozel, M.D., MSL
Dr. Rozel has been working in emergency mental health for over 25 years and has been the medical director of the re:solve Crisis
Network since 2010. He is the President-Elect of the American Association for Emergency Psychiatry, the leading national organization
dedicated to the improvement of compassionate, evidence based care for people with psychiatric emergencies. As the medical director
of resolve Crisis Services, he leads a team of 150 crisis professionals who deliver over 130,000 services every year to the residents of
Allegheny County through phone, mobile, walk-in and overnight programs delivered through a person centered, recovery oriented model.
Dr. Rozel works with programs and teams across UPMC on a number of projects related to violence and threat management, staff injury
prevention, and firearm safety. He is board certified in general, child and forensic psychiatry. Dr. Rozel regularly provides clinical and
didactic training to medical students, residents and fellows at the University of Pittsburgh School of Medicine; mentors graduate students
through the Center for Bioethics and Health Law; co-teaches the Mental Health Law course at the School of Law; and teaches regional
law enforcement professionals through the Crisis Intervention Team training program. He teaches and consults regularly on the themes of
emergency psychiatry, risk management, violence and firearms, and the interface of law and psychiatry. He is the creator of the Clinical
Homicide and Aggression Management Practices for Inpatient, Outpatient and Nontraditional Settings (CHAMPIONS) training. Dr.
Rozel earned a Bachelor’s degree in Biomedical Ethics and his MD at Brown University. He received a Master of Studies in Law from
the University of Pittsburgh. He completed his general psychiatry residency and child and forensic psychiatry fellowships at Western
Psychiatric Institute and Clinic of UPMC. Dr. Rozel chairs the Legislative Affairs Subcommittee of the Mental Health and Justice Advisory
Committee for the Pennsylvania Commission on Crime and Delinquency.

Nicholas Wolfenden
Detective Nick Wolfenden is an eight-year veteran of the United States Marine Corps and a 14-year veteran of the Phoenix Police
Department. During his time on the department he has served on patrol, on the neighborhood enforcement team, and the departments
Tactical Training Detail before arriving at his current assignment on the Phoenix Police Departments Special Assignments Unit, also known
as the SWAT Team. While on the tactical team Nick served four and a half years as A Hostage Negotiator, Sniper and Tactical. Nick is
currently assigned to the Homeland Defense Bureau where he is responsible for threat assessments on officers, city officials and threats to
schools and businesses. Nick has a bachelor’s degree in Criminal Justice Administration and is currently earning his Master’s Degree in
Organizational Leadership.
Richard Woods, Microsoft
Rich Woods Spent 12 years with the US Army where he served as an Infantryman prior becoming a Counter-Intelligence Agent. During
this time Rich deployed to Afghanistan where he served as a Tactical Human Intelligence Team leader supporting both conventional and
SOF forces. Upon leaving the Army, Rich went to work at Microsoft where he developed the global intelligence function within Microsoft
Global Security which includes a regional Intelligence analyst team, fusion center intelligence monitors and the protective Intelligence team
which manages threats to Microsoft senior executives. Rich currently manages the Operational Intelligence and Event Risk Management
teams.
Leslie Zun, M.D., MBA, American Association for Emergency Psychiatry
Leslie S. Zun, M.D., M.B.A. is the System Chair of the Department of Emergency Medicine in the Sinai Health System in Chicago, Illinois
and Chairman & Professor, Department of Emergency Medicine and a secondary appointment in the Department of Psychiatry at the
Rosalind Franklin University of Medicine and Science/Chicago Medical School in North Chicago, Illinois. His background includes a
medical degree (M.D.) from Rush Medical College and a business degree (M.B.A.) from Northwestern University’s JL Kellogg School
of Management. He has presented his research and lectured on these topics both nationally and internationally. He is President of the
American Association for Emergency Psychiatry and a board member of American Academy of Emergency Medicine and the. He is the
chief editor of the Behavioral Emergencies for Emergency Physicians textbook and course director for the past seven years for the National
Update on Behavioral Emergencies conference.

Dr Mario Scalora, University of Nebraska Public Policy Center
Dr. Mario Scalora is the director of the Public Policy Center and professor of psychology with the Clinical Training and Law-Psychology
Programs at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln, as well as coordinating an active academic research program engaging in collaborative
research in targeted violence. He received his B.S. in psychology from St. Joseph’s University and his Ph.D. in psychology from the
University of Nebraska-Lincoln. His research interests address various types of targeted violence issues including threats to public
institutions and infrastructure/threat assessment, sexual offending, stalking and workplace violence. This research continues to involve
collaboration with state and federal agencies dealing with threat management and counterterrorism issues. Dr. Scalora has extensive
relationships with federal, state and local law enforcement agencies related to threat assessment research and consultation assessing
predictive risk factors and management strategies concerning targeted threatening and violent activity. In addition to his role as director,
Dr. Scalora also serves as a consulting psychologist with the University of Nebraska-Lincoln Police regarding campus safety, threat
management, and emergency preparedness.
Ronald Schouten, M.D., J.D.
Ronald Schouten, M.D., J.D., is the Director of the Law & Psychiatry Service of the Massachusetts General Hospital and Associate
Professor of Psychiatry at Harvard Medical School. Dr. Schouten practiced employment law in Chicago before attending medical school.
He has extensive experience as a teacher and consultant in the traditional areas of forensic psychiatry, as well as special expertise in the
areas of threat assessment, violence in the workplace, the Americans with Disabilities Act, impaired professionals, and sexual harassment.
He has developed workplace violence policies and training programs for major corporations and serves as an ongoing member of a
number of threat management teams. Dr. Schouten has served as a subject matter expert for the Biological Threat Characterization
Program of the Department of Homeland Security and continues to consult to the federal government on terrorism matters. He has served
on consensus panels drafting guidelines on workplace violence and targeted violence for the FBI and the American Society for Industrial
Security. He is the President of the New England Chapter of the Association of Threat Assessment Professionals. Dr. Schouten is the coauthor of “Almost a Psychopath: Do I (or Does Someone I Know) Have a Problem with Manipulation and Lack of Empathy” published by
Hazelden/Harvard Health Publications in 2012. He is the editor of “Mental Health Practice and the Law” published in 2017 by Oxford
University Press.
Joseph Testani, FBI Buffalo Division
Joseph Testani is the Senior Supervisory Resident Agent (SSRA) and manages the Joint Terrorism Task Force in Rochester, New York. He
has over 30 years of service at the FBI and has worked a large variety of both criminal and national security investments, but mostly
focused on international terrorism.
Chuck Tobin, At-Risk International
Chuck Tobin is the President and CEO of AT-RISK International, Inc., a global security, risk management and mitigation firm, formed
in 2003. Mr. Tobin possesses 27 years of experience in protecting people, facilities, operations and intellectual property for clients
in more than 100 countries. Chuck has served as Director of Security and consultant for Presidential and International Prime Minister
Campaigns. He has also served as security consultant to many corporations on their executive protection, protective intelligence and
threat assessment/management programs. He is a past President of the Association of Threat Assessment Professionals (ATAP), member of
the board of the International Protective Security Board (IPSB) and is a Certified Threat Manager (CMT) through ATAP.
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Kidnap incident
management
workshops

2018 Control Risks’ workshops make full use of our unique experience in supporting clients facing kidnap
situations. Our team of trainers have all worked extensively in crisis response and have hands-on experience
managing kidnap incidents worldwide.
About the workshop

learn about the negotiation strategies and tactics required
to influence participants and reach a satisfactory resolution

Control risks uses knowledge gained from more than 40 years of
resolving incidents and providing advice, analysis and guidance to
clients. We have developed workshops that provide you with an indepth understanding of the complex, and often delicate, issues involved
in a kidnap incident. The course features a combination of expert
lecture and interactive role play taught by our experts formerly of the FBI
behavioral analysis unit together with our cyber security professionals.

Bespoke workshops can be created based on your organisation ’
specific requirements. Our instructors’ expertise instructors at our
workshops all have extensive crisis response credentials and have
hands-on experience managing kidnap incidents worldwide.

Who should attend?

Basic:

The workshop is designed for managers who will have a key role in
responding to a kidnap or piracy incident at either the executive or local
level. This includes staff involved in:

Chicago, Illinois – March 6th-7th, 2018
New York city, New York – May 1st-2nd, 2018
Washington D.C. – June 11th-12th, 2018
Houston, Texas – October 1st-2nd, 2018
Los Angeles, California – November 7th-8th, 2018
Miami, Florida – December 11th-12th, 2018

risk management
legal services
public relations
corporate security

Advanced:

human resources

Washington D.C. – June 13th-14th, 2018
Houston, Texas – October 3rd-4th, 2018

SALUTING OUR HEROES AND

HONORING THEIR COURAGE.

Workshop schedule

AT LOCKHEED MARTIN
WE’RE ENGINEERING A BETTER TOMORROW.®
Lockheed Martin is proud to support
the Association of Threat Assessment
Professionals, partnering with those
dedicated to protecting our workplaces,
schools, communities and the homeland.

The course will enable you to:
Click here to register

manage the potentially conflicting interests of involved
participants through family support, government liaison and
crisis communication

Learn more at lockheedmartin.com

For more information on course content and our prices, please contact
us at:
imw.management@controlrisks.com
+1 713 920 9421

About control risks
Control Risks is a specialist risk consultancy that helps create secure, compliant and resilient organizations. We believe that taking
risks is essential to success. We provide the insight and intelligence you need to realize opportunities and grow and we also ensure
you are prepared to resolve issues and crisis. From the boardroom to the remotest location, we have developed an unparalleled
ability to bring order to chaos an reassurance to anxiety.
2018 ATAP Winter Conference
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NOTES

TMC SAVE THE DATE
August 14-17, 2018 – Disneyland Resort Hotel, Anaheim, CA
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